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Indian Lovers in Arabic and Persian Guise:
?z@d Bilgr@ma’s Depiction of N@yikasy
Carl W. Ernst*

Abstract: This article investigates the systematic presentation of the
different types of lovers proposed by the late Mughal author Ghul@m
KAla ‘?z@d’ Bilgr@ma (d. 1786) in The Coral Rosary of Indian Traditions,
written in Arabic in 1763–64, and translated into Persian the following
year under the title Gazelles of India. While clearly employing standard
Indic categories of n@yikas found in Braj tradition, ?z@d illustrated
them by quoting specimens of Arabic poetry, both classical and of his
own composition, substituting examples of Persian poetry in the
Persian translation. ?z@d also introduced his own categories of lovers
as well. When considered in the context of ?z@d’s other writings and
the traditions of Hindi poetry cultivated by Muslim scholars from his
ancestral home, Bilgram, this remarkable literary production demonstrates an unexpected extension of Indian love poetry through the
medium of Arabic and Persian.

Although love may be considered universal, local interpretations of it may be
defined in very particular fashions. Not many cultures can match the systematic
exposition of the different kinds of lovers found in the Indian n@yika-bheda tradition. With roots going back to early Sanskrit texts such as the N@byaś@stra, this
kind of classification of lovers has been remarkably popular for centuries, with
definitive literary works emerging in Sanskrit and Hindi in the 16th century, such
as the Rasamañjara of Bh@nudatta and the Rasikapriy@ of Keshavd@s.1 It is less well
known that this distinctively Indian approach to love and poetry was also pursued
in Persian and Arabic by writers from courtly Mughal circles, alongside compositions in the literary form of Hindi called Braj or Brajbasha (often referred to in
Persian as bh@ka). The most remarkable of these compositions is the subject of this
analysis.
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In a distinctive Arabic treatise entitled The Coral Rosary of Indian Traditions (written in 1763–64), Ghul@m KAla ‘?z@d’ Bilgr@ma (d. 1786) provided a snapshot of his
concept of the world, seen from the perspective of a cultivated Indian Muslim.2
?z@d was a member of a learned family from the qasbah of Bilgram in present-day
UP, whose family served the Mughal empire in various administrative positions; he
spent a number of years studying Arabic literature and hadith in Arabia, and then
returned to the Deccan, where he wrote an immense amount of Arabic poetry and
compiled three anthologies of Persian poetry.3 The work under discussion is a
composite text that ?z@d wrote separately in four parts, later combined together.
The first part is devoted to the hadith statements of the Prophet Muhammad
regarding the sanctity of India as the place where Adam landed on Earth after
his expulsion from Paradise.4 The second part is a biographical dictionary containing accounts of forty-five Indian Muslim scholars who wrote in Arabic, ranging
from the eighth century to the author’s own day.5 The third part is concerned with
rhetorical figures from Indian literature, illustrated with specimens of Arabic
poetry. The fourth part focuses on the categories of lovers found in Indian literature, again illustrated by Arabic verses, including both classical poems and verses
of the author’s own composition. ?z@d subsequently translated the third and
fourth parts into Persian in abridged form, under the title Gazelles of India
(Ghizl@n al-Hind), substituting examples of Persian poetry to complete this comparative study of Arabic, Persian, and Indic rhetoric and poetics.6
?z@d was by no means the first Muslim author to be interested in these Indian
descriptions of lovers. Not long after the emergence of full-fledged treatises on
nayikas in Hindi in the 16th century, it appears that rulers of the Mughal period,
such as Abu al-Hasan Tana Shah of Golconda, and Shah Jahan himself, became
interested in this literature and commissioned new works on the subject in
Sanskrit and Brajbhasha, such as the Sundarasringara of Sundar Das and the
Srngaramanjari of Akbar Shah. The latter text, originally written in Telugu, was
translated into Sanskrit and Brajbhasha by Chintamani Tripathi. Akbar’s prime
minister and biographer, Abu al-Fazl, included a brief but thoughtful discussion
of the nayikas in Persian (including a translation of a favourite verse from
Bhanudatta) in his survey of Indian culture in the A’in-i Akbari.7 A more extensive
elaboration of this tradition was found in the wide-ranging 17th-century Persian
encyclopaedia of Indian culture and Braj literature called The Bounty of India (Tu$fat
al-Hind), commissioned around 1675 by one of Aurangzeb’s sons and written by
Mirz@ Kh@n ibn Fakhr al-Dan Mu$ammad. This treatise contains a detailed discussion of lovers, under the heading of the Hindi term sringara-rasa.8 Because of the
close association of Braj poetry with the musical tradition, nayikas were also discussed by Faqirullah in his Persian treatise on Indian music, Rag Darpan, composed
in 1666.9 But no other literary production of this kind by Mughal authors compares
in scope with the fourth part of ?z@d’s Coral Rosary, which takes up over two
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hundred pages in the printed Arabic edition, and a more compressed fifty pages in
the abridged Persian translation.
The classification system contained in ?z@d’s Arabic treatise is complex (see
chart). The fourth part of this work contains five chapters. The first chapter treats
the types of female lovers according to well-known Indian systems. This includes
six main divisions (virtue, age, complaint, excitedness, cleverness, and arrogance)
followed by a miscellaneous category, containing a total of thirty-three different
types. The Arabic text proper does not include the Hindi terminology, although
the manuscripts often list them as marginal notations (in Arabic script). The
Persian translation, however, deliberately states the Hindi equivalents for all but
six, spelling them according to the rules of Arabic grammar; this nod to the Hindi
tradition may be an indication of greater bilinguality between Hindi and Persian.
The second chapter offers nine additional types of female lovers discovered by
?z@d, at least one of which, the Arab or bedouin girl (al-aKr@biyya or al-badawiyya)
explicitly invokes an Arabic precedent. The third chapter consists of a lengthy
Arabic ode on lovers composed by ?z@d (al-qaXada al-ghizl@niyya), illustrating most
of the previously articulated categories of Indian lovers in thirty-seven lines,
interrupted by numerous lexical and explanatory comments. The fourth chapter
is devoted to the classification of male lovers, though ?z@d finds the Indian material is decidedly less attractive here, satisfying himself with enumerating the two
categories of the monogamous and polygamous lovers (mustafrid and mustakthir),
corresponding to the Hindi terms anuk+la, ‘faithful’, and dakXi>a, ‘gallant’, or
‘adroit’. He omits two others he does not deign to describe because of their
‘lack of beauty’; presumably the two omitted categories of husbands are dhPXba,
‘brazen’, and śabha, ‘deceptive’.10 While the Indian tradition emphasised the ‘male
gaze’ on women and was for the most part satisfied with cursory attention to male
lovers, ?z@d innovatively expands this brief catalogue by adding no fewer than
thirty new types of male lovers. The additions in part reflect the categories of
female lovers (i.e. in six cases), but others are derived from an Arabic treatise on
love by an important author of the Mamluk period, Ibn Abi Hajala (d. 1375).11
The fifth chapter consists of another lengthy ode on passion in thirty-five lines
(al-qaXada al-hayam@niyya), containing descriptions of male lovers, again with numerous interpolated comments. The Persian translation contains essentially the
same material (with the exception of the two Arabic odes), arranged in four sections: the Indian female lovers, the additional female lovers discovered by ?z@d,
the two categories of monogamous and polygamous male lovers, and the newly
invented types of male lovers, although all of this is illustrated by Persian verses
instead of Arabic. The Persian version closes with an autobiographical notice of the
author.
?z@d introduces this catalogue of lovers (pp. 323–7) with Islamic references, beginning the treatise with a slightly truncated version of a prophetic hadith: ‘From
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I name each division with a clear name, and I define it with a comprehensive
and final definition. I set forth examples by which the eyes of the literati are
refreshed and sayings by which the dispositions of the elegant are excited. The
examples that I refer to myself in this essay are mostly from my own compositions, and a few of them are [translated] from the poetry of the Indians. But the
meaning that is derived from their poems I announce in its place, to distinguish
my own property from what is borrowed, and to distinguish my children from
the child of others. (p. 338)
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your world, perfume and women have been made desirable to me’ (more commonly, this hadith includes as a third desirable thing, ‘prayer, the delight of my
eyes’, but that religious reference is omitted here). ?z@d joins this justification
with his earlier discussion of Adam’s descent from Paradise to earth, landing on
India, which then became the source of all perfumes. He then praises the Indians
for the ‘shining art and sublime explanation’ that they have devoted to women,
acknowledging that they have outdone the Arabs in this respect (the Persian text
goes farther in calling this a divine inspiration, ilh@m). He further maintains that
Indian love poetry is distinctive in offering the perspective of the woman, a trait
that he links to the religious duty of the Indian woman to join her deceased
husband’s funeral pyre as a sati or virtuous wife. Indeed, he finds this kind of
devotion reminiscent of Zulaykha, whom the Qur’an depicts as hopelessly in love
with Joseph. Yet this divinely arranged love can be mutual, so that both man and
woman are lover and beloved. Shifting to another ‘national characteristic’, and
repeating a trope already affirmed by Abu al-Fazl,12 ?z@d maintains that the
Indians and Arabs focus their love poetry on women, while the Persians and
Turks aim instead at young men, a predilection that he condemns by citing the
Qur’anic story of Lot. The Indians, he claims, are unacquainted with such tendencies, reserving their discussion for the husband and wife known as nayaka and
nayika. ?z@d’s stereotypical claim that Arabic and Indian literature are devoid of
homoerotic themes obviously needs to be taken with a grain of salt; just in terms
of Arabic literature, it is ironic that one of ?z@d’s sources, Ibn Aba #ajala, devoted a
chapter in one of his works to love between bearded old men, though this is
commonly censored in modern editions.
After a lengthy digression (pp. 327–31) on the four different kinds of love (by
hearing, by dream, by a picture, and by sight),13 ?z@d pauses to recount (pp. 331–8)
seven different types of love relationship: male lover and female beloved, and the
reverse; male lover and female friend, and the reverse; female friend and female
lover, and the reverse; and female friend and female friend. Each of these types is
illustrated by extensive quotations of Arabic poems by famous authors including
?z@d.
Eventually, ?z@d turns to the categories of female lovers from the Indian
tradition.
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The point here is that ?z@d will primarily explain the Indian tradition in his own
terms.
After this bold declaration, ?z@d makes an uncharacteristically modest claim
about the possibility of translation:

And with this bald apology, ?z@d proceeds to present the categories of lovers
with poetic illustrations.
It is worth pausing a moment to consider this stricture on the limits of translation. When one considers major translation movements of the past, it is indeed
the case that ‘scientific’ subjects—ranging from mathematics and medicine to
magic and theology—have been the main target of attention. Belles-lettres has
rarely been rendered from Greek into Arabic. While the noted Arab translator
Hunayn ibn Is$aq was said to have known the poetry of Homer, no significant
traces survive of any Arabic version of the Iliad or the Odyssey before modern Arab
authors took up the task in the 20th century. ?z@d’s strategy here is similar to the
curious case of Aristotle’s Poetics, where examples of Greek drama were replaced
with Arabic poetry, causing the commentator Ibn Rushd to identify comedy with
panegyric and tragedy with satire.14 In both instances, the translator did not
attempt to translate poetic specimens from the source text, but substituted instead
standard pieces from the Arabic poetic repertoire.
One or two examples will suffice to demonstrate ?z@d’s approach to the different types of nayikas. The virtuous woman (al-X@li$a), defined as only inclined
towards her husband, modest, and seeking his satisfaction, is portrayed first by
a hadith in which the Prophet describes the ideal obedient wife. This is followed by
the instance of Umm Rab@b, who married the Prophet’s grandson Husayn. After
his martyrdom, she announced that she would not marry again, and she died of
grief. ?z@d then adduces eight quotations of poetry; some are anonymous, but
others are by the pre-Islamic poet al-AKsha (d. 625), the Andalusian anthologist Ibn
KAbd Rabbihi (d. 940),15 and ?z@d himself. A sample from Ibn KAbd Rabbihi:
No, I’ve never seen or heard anyone like her,
a pearl that turns to ruby from bashfulness.
Or from ?z@d:
I called out names at night, but she refused,
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And by the power of God (glory be to him), the sweetness that may be produced
for palates from the poems collected according to the categories of women in
the language of India is not produced in the language of the Arabs. The only
cause for this is the character of the language, and it is obvious that the translation of the character from one language to another is beyond human capacity;
the only capacity is for the explanation of scientific principles.
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preserving her chastity from the suspicion of a lie.
She never appeared to nocturnal eyes,
so all the people are certain she’s a flower.16

In the Persian text, this category is illustrated by no less than ten separate verses
by the great Safavid-Mughal poet W@’ib, such as:

Then follow verses by eleven other Indo-Persian poets, including one by ?z@d’s
Hindu pupil, Lakshmai Nar@yan ‘Shafiq’ Aurang@b@da:
Modesty ever seals the jewelbox of your mouth;
I think it’s hard for you to speak to a lover!17
All these verses are simply cited, with no further elaboration, as obvious illustrations of the category of lover under consideration.
Given ?z@d’s determination to explain Indian lovers mainly by Arabic and
Persian poetry, it is striking that he occasionally admits to having translated a
number of verses from ‘the Indian language’ into Arabic.18 While the original Hindi
poems are not quoted, the way they are cited in translation raises interesting
questions about ?z@d’s relation to Hindi literature. He generally introduces
each such verse only as ‘my composition, from (or in) Indian poetry’, leaving it
unclear whether he was simply translating or whether he had also written the
original Hindi poem.19 On one occasion, however, he relates, ‘During the time of
writing this book, my uncle, the prayer direction of my hopes, Sayyid Muhammad
(may his shadow lengthen), wrote to me from Bilgram while I was in Aurangabad.
It was a Hindi poem, and he tasked me with rendering its meaning from the Indian
language into Arabic. So I composed the following verses.’20 This brief remark
indicates that engagement with Hindi poetry, and its transformation into
Arabic, was a literary habit among at least some members of the Mughal cultural
elite, even if such bilingual relations were much more common between Hindi and
Persian.
Another of ?z@d’s verses recalls a famous Persian poem of Amir Khusraw
(d. 1325), which itself recreates the longing of the Indian woman for her absent
lover during the rainy season. ?z@d writes,
The cloud comes, and my love is not present;
who do I have to bring my friend to me?
Tears rain down, reddened, from my eye,
until the tender cloud weeps over me.21
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That shyness that we saw from that rosy face- it’s tough that it entered our dream unveiled.
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While Khusraw’s poem goes:

This juxtaposition of ?z@d’s Arabic verse with a famous Persian line from his
illustrious predecessor suggests a need to consider Indo-Arabic literature in its
inter-textual connections both with Indo-Persian and with the relevant Indic
equivalents. But several major questions remain.
Who was ?z@d’s audience? It is difficult to be certain, but the technical difficulty
of reading the highly ornate Arabic of this work suggests a limited circulation, and
a similar conclusion might be drawn from the three manuscripts used by the
editor (one autograph, one copied by a student of ?z@d’s; all three from Indian
libraries). A fuller inventory indicates eighteen manuscript copies of the Arabic
text in Indian and Pakistani libraries, plus three in Europe.23 At least one manuscript found its way to Cairo, and then the text was published in a lithograph
edition from Bombay in 1884; it would be interesting to know what the readership
was.24 Surprisingly, the first two sections of Wub$at al-marj@n (on references to
India in prophetic hadith, and on the lives of Arabic scholars of India) were
translated into Persian in 1869, under the patronage of ‘Mah@r@j `sara Parsh@d’
(or Ishwari Prasad Narayan Singh, r. 1835–89), the Raja of Benares.25 Perhaps this
translation indicates an interest in ?z@d’s work among a Persian-knowing Hindu
elite, who sought access in this way to the overtly Islamic portions of his text.
?z@d’s own Persian translation of sections three and four, Ghizlan al-Hind, seems to
be fairly widely distributed; there are at least ten copies in Indian libraries, four in
Iran, several more in Pakistan and Bangladesh, plus additional manuscripts in
European libraries.26
Ostensibly, the original Arabic work is aimed at an audience that knows nothing
of India, since hardly any Indic terms are provided in the text—yet copyists seem
to have added the names for the various categories of nayikas in the margins,
indicating a de facto readership that was quite knowledgeable. The Persian translation is more explicit about including these terms within the text of the fourth
section (although Indic terminology is almost entirely missing from the third
section, on rhetorical figures, in both the Arabic and Persian versions). Probably
?z@d had in mind readers like his uncle Sayyid Muhammad, who were capable of
understanding the multiple layers of meaning implicated between an implied but
unspoken Indian literary tradition and the Arabic and Persian poems that were
proposed as its exemplars.
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The cloud rains, and I am apart from my love.
how can I make my heart part from its owner on this day?
The cloud, the rain, I, and my love are standing in farewell;
I cry apart, the cloud’s apart, my love’s apart.
The eye is bleeding because of you, pupil of my eye;
be a man, don’t be apart from the bloody eye.22
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Part Two, on the rhyme-masters of Hindi – may God reward them with the best
of prizes! This ignorant one is familiar with the languages of Arabic, Persian,
and Hindi, and from each tavern I have measured a cup according to my capacity. I have spent lifetimes in the practice of Arabic and Persian poetry, and I
have cherished the fresh blooms of meaning in the embrace of thought. But I
have not happened to practice Hindi poetry as much, and the opportunity to
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Another question is the nature of ?z@d’s connection with n@yika-bheda literature. There are several possibilities. Was he exposed to this through reading
Sanskrit or Braj treatises on the subject?27 Would it have been possible to
obtain a relatively complete view of the subject through oral sources? As we
shall see below, ?z@d himself observed performance and discussion of these
Indian genres of poetry at a Muslim court. Was he also following earlier Persian
accounts of the nayika tradition? None of this is indicated in the Arabic text,
although closer study of his Arabic versions of Indian poetry may yield some clues.
Fortunately there is external evidence to indicate ?z@d’s thorough acquaintance
with Braj poetry. He came from a long line of scholars in Bilgram, many of whom
were deeply immersed in Hindi literature. One such was KAbd al-W@$id Bilgr@ma
(1509–1608), a prolific author of Persian Sufi texts who also wrote a Persian treatise called #aq@’iq-i Hinda (Indian Realities, written in 1566–67) that defended the use
of Krishna bhakti poems in Sufi music sessions.28 Of him the conservative Mughal
historian Bad@’+na optimistically remarked, ‘He used formerly to indulge in ecstatic exercises and sing ecstatic songs in Hindi and fall into trances, but he is now
past all this.’29 ?z@d further detailed his own knowledge of Hindi poetry in his
biographical anthology of Indo-Persian poets and poets of Hindi, Sarv-i ?z@d (The
Free Cypress/?z@d’s Cypress), composed in 1752–53; this is the second volume of
Ma’@thir al-kir@m t@rakh-i Bilgr@m (Traditions of the Eminent, A History of Bilgram),
which was devoted to the saints and scholars of Bilgram. In Sarv-i ?z@d, he gives
accounts of eight poets of Hindi from the town of Bilgram (two of whom were also
known as Persian poets), including an extensive excerpt from the Rasprabodh of
Sayyid Ghul@m Naba Bilgr@ma, whose pen-name in Hindi was ‘Raslan’.30 Another of
the Hindi poets listed here was ?z@d’s maternal grandfather, KAbd al-Jalal Bilgr@ma,
with whom he studied religious and literary texts for two years.31 ?z@d’s attention
to Hindi poetry in a Persian biographical anthology was not uncommon at the
time; at least a dozen other Persian tazkiras, either partially or wholly dedicated to
Hindi poetry, were produced in the late 18th and early 19th centuries.32 ?z@d
portrays literary discussions taking place in the assemblies of local Mughal administrators debating figures of speech in Hindi poetry.33 He describes how his
grandfather KAbd al-Jalil secured an appointment for a Brahmin poet from Bilgram
at the court of Husayn KAli Khan.34 In short, ?z@d came from an environment in
which Hindi was fully integrated into a literary continuum alongside Persian and
Arabic.35
As ?z@d stated in introducing the Hindi poets of Bilgram:
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Indeed, it seems clear that ?z@d was already playing with ways to link India to
Islamic religious themes in the conclusion to Sarv-i ?z@d, some eleven years before
writing Wub$at al-marj@n, when he drew on works of hadith to argue that the
paradisal vocabulary of the Qur’an may come from the Indian language.37
?z@d’s relationship with the existing nayika tradition is complicated by his
willingness to engage in creative revision and expansion of the categories of
lovers. This is seen in the additional six categories he slips into the list of
female lovers in Chapter 1, the nine new categories he introduces in Chapter 2,
and the nearly thirty new categories of male lovers (unprecedented in the Hindi
sources) that he either establishes as parallels of the females or else incorporates
from Arabic sources. Indeed, he urges others to be equally creative: ‘Let whoever
wishes add to this, for the field is wide, and the garden is fertile.’ He finds further
scriptural warrant for considering the different types of lover, by citing a wellknown hadith that describes the diverse relationships that eleven different women
had with their husbands.38 In this respect, ?z@d resembled Hindi poets such as
Kesavdas and Cintamani, whom Allison Busch describes as ‘assessing the continuing viability of . . . classificatory distinctions, reconfiguring them as necessary, and
occasionally proposing new ones’.39 One might consider this Indo-Arabic production as a parallel to the emerging Hindi riti tradition, which was at the time ‘a
fledgling branch of vernacular knowledge as it began to put forward increasingly
strong claims to a separate existence from Sanskrit’.40 ?z@d makes no obvious
gestures here either towards devotional bhakti or Sufi interpretations in his approach to love poetry, citing in his Arabic version only classical poetry and Islamic
scriptures. There is probably more of a Sufi flavour in the Persian translation,
simply because of the pervasive Sufi imagery found in Indo-Persian poetry.
Much more remains to be said about this formidable literary production on the
types of lovers. Yet at the very least it should now be acknowledged that the
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master the greenery of this realm has not occurred. But to the ear the call of
India’s parrots has an encompassing pleasure, and to the taste this rose bower
has a plentiful share of the sugar-seller’s flavor.
The creators of meaning in Arabic and Persian spill blood from the vein of
thought, and they convey the style of subtle imagination to the highest of
levels. The fable reciters of Hindi have also made no little progress in this
valley, but in the art of n@yika bheda they have taken a magical step forward.
One who uses both Persian and Hindi, and who has a perfect acquaintance with
white and black, will confirm the truth of this poor man’s poetry, and will
adorn the register of this humble one’s claim with the seal of witnessing.
The versifiers of the Hindi language have displayed exceptional glory in
Bilgram, and have increased the freshness and exuberance of intellects with
the fragrances of fresh aloes. For this reason the section on this particular
group has been written, and the aromatic scents have been conveyed to the
hand of the connoisseurs of perfume.36
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n@yika-bheda tradition can be understood in a new dimension through this intertextual exploration in the medium of Arabic and Persian.
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C. Defined by the
complainer

par+dah@

dhar@
adhar@

a. al-r@miza (hinting)
b. al-muXarri$a (blatant)

ghanďit@

maddhy@

4. al-mutawassiba
(adolescent)
5. al-kabara (mature)

1. al-sh@kiyya
(complainer)

giy@t j+bn@n

a. al-mutaraqqiyya
fil-$usn (exceedingly
beautiful)
b. al-ghayr al-mutazayyana (unadorned)
c. al-b@kira (virginal)
d. al-thayyiba (divorced)
e. al-n@fira ‘an al-jim@‘
(averse to
intercourse)

mugdah@
aggiy@t j+bn@n

3. al-khabara (knowing)

1. al-Xaghara (young)
2. al-gh@fila (heedless)

kulat@
s@m@ny@

131
131
132

359
362
362
365

prauPha (mature)
kha>nit@ (enraged over a
lover’s infidelity)
dhar@ (constant in the
expression of anger)
adhar@ (lashing out in
anger)

(continued)

130

129

127
127
128

-–
-–
353

356

127

352

128

126

351

356

124
124

348
348

121
123

345
347

jñ@t@ yauvan@ (knowing
youth)
madhy@ (in between)

mugdh@ (virgin)
ajñ@ta yauvan@ (heedless
of her own youth).

121

345

121
121

341
341

lakshit@ (discovered/
found out)
kulab@ (harlot)
s@m@ny@ (courtesan)

118

337

svakaya, svaya (one’s own
wife)
parakay@ (another’s wife)
gupta (hidden)

Persian

Arabic

Standard hindi
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B. According to age

b. al-s+qiyya (prostitute)

lachchht@

parkiy@
gupt@

1. al-mukhtafiyya
(hidden)
2. al-mutasattara
(concealed)
3. al-mu‘allana (naked)

2. al-b@li$a (depraved)

a. al-baytiyya (mistress)

s+kiy@

Persian spelling

1. al-X@li$a (virtuous)

More subsets

A. According to
virtue or
depravity

Subsets

Arabic term

Section

Chart. Contents of Chapters 1, 2, and 4 of Ghul@m ‘Ala ?z@d Bilgr@ma, Sub$at al-marj@n fa @th@r Hind+st@n, Book 4 (Arabic)/Ghizl@n al-Hind
(Persian).
Chapter 1. On the types of female lovers (ghizl@n)

Carl W. Ernst
49

barahini

1. al-mustakbira
(arrogant)

1. al-$@Xira (preventer)

2. al-mutarajjiyya
(hopeful)

3. al-mahj+ra
(abandoned)
4. al-n@dima (regretful)

F. Defined by the
arrogant one

G. Miscellaneous

a. al-mustakbira bi$usnih@ (arrogant
about her beauty)
b. al-mustakbira bimuwaddat al-$ubb
(arrogant with the
affection of love)

138

139

–
139
-–

380

385

385
386
388

gacchyata patik@ (tries to
prevent husband
from leaving)
v@saka-sajj@ (decorates
the bed and waits for
her lover to come)
virahina (woman alone)
kalahantarita
(quarreling)

kachap pank@,
kahachchat patik@

kalhantarit@

138

380

137
137

379
379

pOm garvit@ (proud of
love)

134

-–

pOm garbat@

134

r+p garvit@ (proud of
beauty)

bacan vidagdh@ (artful in
speech)
kriy@ vidagdh@ (artful in
action)

374

133
133

368
369

sy@m abhis@rik@ (eager in
the dark)

r+p garbat@

kiry@ bidugdah@

bachan bidugdah@

siy@m as@rik@

133

367

abhis@rik@ (eagerly goes
out to meet her lover)

Persian

Arabic

Standard hindi
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5. al-mughtarra
(deceived)

b@sak sajjay@

1. al-f@bina qawlan
(clever in speech)
2. al-f@bina fi‘lan (clever
in deed)

a. al-munahhira (by day)
b. al-b@riqa (by night)

as@rik@, abs@rik@

E. Defined by the
clever one

Persian spelling

1. al-munbaraba
(excited)

More subsets

D. Defined by the
excited one

Subsets

Arabic term

Section

Chart. Continued
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Chapter 2. On the types of female lovers (ghizl@n) discovered by the author
Arabic

Persian

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

390
391
394
396
398
398
400
405
407

141
142
142
142
142
143
143
143
144

al-z@’irat fil-r+’y@ (visiting in a dream)
al-n@fira ‘an al-shab (averse to old age)
al-‘@’ida (returning to nurse the sick lover)
al-ghayra (jealous)
al-kh@’ifa min al-wush@t (fearful of informants)
al-muXghiyya lil-wush@t (attentive to informants)
al-mukhallifa al-wa‘da (breaking the promise)
al-a‘r@biyya or al-badawiyya (bedouin, nomadic)
al-mursila (messenger)

Chapter 4. On the types of male lovers
Arabic term

Persian
spelling

Standard
hindi

Arabic

Persian

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

anuk+l
dachchin

anuk+la
dakXi>a

421
422
423
431
437
441
447

147
148
149
150
152
152
153
155

453
461
462
–
467
467
473
478
478
479
480
481

156
158
–
156
157
157
159
–
–
–
–
–

483
487
507
513
518
521
525
528
531
531
532

–
–
162
160
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

al-mustafrid (monogamous)
al-mustakthir (polygamous)
al-‘afaf (chaste)
al-f@bin (clever)a
al-b@riq (unexpected visitor)
al-w@Xil (attaining union)
al-mahj+r (abandoned)a
al-muwanni‘ (bidding farewell) or al-j@zi‘ min al-wid@‘
(concerned about farewell)
9. al-s@mir bil-layl (telling night stories)
10. al-muta’@dha bil-riqba (offended by observation)
11. al-muta’@dha bil-wush@t (offended by informants)
12. al-r@na ‘an j+r al-$abab (pleased with the lover’s oppression)
13. al-sh@ka min j+r al-$abab (complaining of the lover’s oppression)a
14. al-sh@ka min ‘aynayhi (complaining with his eyes)
15. al-ghay+r (jealous)a
16. al-mughtabib (rejoicing)
17. al-‘@’id (returning to nurse the sick lover)a
18. al-mutarajja (hopeful)a
19. al-mas’+l ‘an $@lihi (asked about his state)
20. al-m@’il il@ ashb@h al-$abab (inclined toward those who
resemble the beloved)
21. al-mu‘aWWim li-@th@r al-$abab (praising traces of the beloved)
22. al-b@ka ‘al@ al-abl@l wal-@th@r (weeping over ruins and traces)
23. X@$ib $adath al-nasam (teller of the breeze’s story)
24. X@$ib $adath al-qalb (teller of the heart’s story)
25. X@$ib $adath al-bayf (teller of the phantom’s story)
26. al-sh@tim (scolder)
27. al-dh@kir li-ayy@m al-$umm@ (recalling days of fever)
28. al-sh@’ib al-muta’assif ‘al@ al-shab@b (old man regretting youth)
29. al-n@dhir (avower, who swears an oath in love)
30. al-m+Xa (testator, leaving post-mortem orders to a lover)
31. al-mutakallim ba‘d al-mawt (speaking after death)
a

Terms paralleling those in Chapter 1.
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Arabic term

